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Abstract—The optimal configuration of the contention parameters of a WLAN depends on the network conditions in terms of number
of stations and the traffic they generate. Following this observation, a considerable effort in the literature has been devoted to the
design of distributed algorithms that optimally configure the WLAN parameters based on current conditions. In this paper, we propose
a novel algorithm that, in contrast to previous proposals which are mostly based on heuristics, is sustained by mathematical
foundations from multivariable control theory. A key advantage of the algorithm over existing approaches is that it is compliant with the
802.11 standard and can be implemented with current wireless cards without introducing any changes into the hardware or firmware.
We study the performance of our proposal by means of theoretical analysis, simulations, and a real implementation. Results show that
the algorithm substantially outperforms previous approaches in terms of throughput and delay.
Index Terms—Wireless LAN, IEEE 802.11, DCF, adaptive MAC, distributed algorithm, multivariable control theory.
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

HE throughput performance of the DCF mechanism of
802.11 Wireless LANs (WLANs) depends on the
number of active stations and the Contention Window
(CW ) with which they contend. If too many stations use too
small CW s, then the collision rate will be very high and
consequently throughput performance will be low. Similarly, if few stations contend with too large CW s, the
attempt rate will be low and the channel will be underutilized most of the time, yielding a poor throughput
performance also in this case. In line with this explanation,
many works in the literature (e.g., [1], [2]) have shown that,
given a number of actively contending stations, there exists
an optimal CW configuration that maximizes the throughput performance.
The CW configuration used by the 802.11 standard [3] is
statically set, independently of the number of contending
stations. As a result, it does not provide optimal performance. In particular, standard 802.11 stations contend with
overly small CW s, which yields a degraded performance as
the number of contending stations in the WLAN increases.
In order to avoid this undesirable behavior, many schemes
have been proposed in the literature to dynamically adapt
the CW to the current WLAN conditions. Although the
various mechanisms differ in the details, their common aim
is to adjust the CW configuration to the optimal value
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corresponding to the number of currently active stations
and thereby maximize the WLAN throughput performance.
The approaches proposed so far for the configuration of
802.11 can be classified as either centralized or distributed
mechanisms. On one hand, centralized approaches [4], [5],
[6], [7] are based on a single node (the Access Point) that
periodically computes the set of MAC layer parameters to
be used and signals this configuration to all stations. On the
other hand, with distributed approaches [8], [9], [10], [11],
each station independently computes its own configuration.
Among other advantages, distributed schemes do not have
any signaling overhead and naturally fit the ad hoc mode of
operation of 802.11 which uses no Access Point.
In this paper, we propose a novel distributed algorithm
that adaptively adjusts the CW configuration of the WLAN
with the goal of maximizing the overall performance. The
key novelty of the proposed scheme is that it is sustained by
foundations from the multivariable control theory field. In
particular, the proposed algorithm implements a standard
proportional-integral (PI) controller at each station that uses
only locally available information to drive the collision
probability in the WLAN to the optimal value that
maximizes performance. The configuration of the parameters of the PI controllers is obtained by conducting a
control-theoretic analysis of the distributed system.
The main advantages of the proposed algorithm over
existing distributed approaches are:
.

.

By relying on mathematical foundations from multivariable control theory, the proposed scheme guarantees convergence and stability while ensuring a
quick reaction to changes. In contrast, most of the
previous proposals are based on heuristics that lack
these foundations.
Our mechanism is standard compliant and can be
implemented with existing hardware. In contrast,
the existing proposals change the 802.11 mechanism,
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which introduces additional complexity and requires modifying the hardware and/or firmware of
existing wireless cards.
. In contrast to all previous proposals, which modify
the contention parameters of all stations upon
congestion, our algorithm only acts on those stations
that are contributing to congestion; as a result, it
provides stations that are not contributing to congestion with a better delay performance.
The proposed algorithm has been thoroughly evaluated
via simulation and validated experimentally, and its
performance has been compared against the standard
802.11 mechanism as well as against previous adaptive
approaches. The performance evaluation has led to the
following key results:
the proposed scheme outperforms very substantially
the standard 802.11 mechanism in terms of throughput, achieving gains of up to 40 percent,
2. it provides a better delay performance than any of
the previous adaptive schemes, yielding average
delay values up to two times lower than the other
approaches,
3. we validate that the configuration of the parameters
of the PI controller is adequate by showing that, with
other settings, the system either becomes unstable or
reacts too slowly to changes, and
4. by realizing an implementation of our algorithm, we
demonstrate that it is easily deployable with
commercial off-the-shelf devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we summarize the 802.11 DCF mechanism. Section 3 presents
the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we conduct a steadystate analysis of the WLAN to derive the optimal collision
probability that maximizes performance (which is used as
the reference signal of our control system). In Section 5, we
perform a control-theoretic analysis of the system, and based
on this analysis, we configure the controller parameters to
guarantee a proper trade-off between stability and speed of
reaction to changes. Section 6 validates the algorithm by
means of simulations, and Section 7 presents a prototype that
proves the algorithm can be implemented with current
hardware. Section 8 reviews related work and finally
Section 9 concludes the paper.
1.

2

IEEE 802.11 DCF

In this section, we briefly summarize the 802.11 DCF
mechanism [3]. With DCF, a station with a new frame to
transmit senses the channel. If this remains idle for a period of
time equal to the DCF interframe space parameter (DIF S),
the station transmits. Otherwise, if the channel is detected
busy, the station monitors the channel until it is measured
idle for a DIF S time, and then executes a backoff process.
When the backoff process starts, the station computes a
random number uniformly distributed in the range
ð0; CW  1Þ, and initializes its backoff time counter with
this value. CW is called the contention window and for the
first transmission attempt the minimum value (CWmin ) is
used. In case of a collision, CW is doubled up to a
maximum value CWmax .

Fig. 1. DAC algorithm.

As long as the channel is sensed idle, the backoff time
counter is decremented once every time slot Te . When a
transmission is detected on the channel, the backoff time
counter is “frozen,” and reactivated after the channel is
sensed idle. When the backoff time counter reaches zero,
the station transmits its frame in the next time slot.
A collision occurs when two or more stations start
transmitting simultaneously. An acknowledgment (Ack)
frame is used to notify the transmitting station that the frame
has been successfully received. If the Ack is not received
within a given time-out, the station reschedules the transmission by reentering the backoff process. After a failed attempt,
all the retransmissions of the same frame are sent with the
retry flag set. If the number of failed attempts reaches a
predetermined retry limit, the frame is discarded. Once the
backoff process is completed, CW is set again to CWmin .
As it can be seen from the above description, the
behavior of a station depends on the CWmin and CWmax
parameters. In the revised version of the standard [12],
which incorporates the mechanisms defined in 802.11e [13],
these are configurable parameters that can be set to
different values for different stations.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the design of a
standard compliant mechanism for the optimal setting of
the above parameters. In order to benefit from the features
of the binary exponential backoff algorithm, we set
CWmax ¼ 2m CWmin , taking the m value of the default
configuration (which is m ¼ 6 in IEEE 802.11g), and
concentrate on adaptively adjusting the CWmin parameter.

3

DAC ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the proposed algorithm, hereafter
referred to as Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC) algorithm.
DAC adjusts the CWmin parameter of each station with the
goal of driving the WLAN to the optimal point of operation.
To achieve the above goal, DAC uses a classical system
from multivariable control theory [14] which is shown in
Fig. 1. In this system, each station runs an independent
controller that gives the CWmin value to be used by the
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station. In this paper, we have chosen to use a well-known
controller from classical control theory, namely a PI
controller.
As it can be seen from Fig. 1, the PI controller of station i
takes as input the error signal ei and gives as output the
CWmin;i configuration of the station. The choice of the error
signal ei is a critical part of the design of the DAC
algorithm, as it drives the system behavior both under
steady and transient conditions.
In steady conditions, a key requirement for the choice of
ei is that there exists a single stable point of operation that
yields optimal performance. This requirement is analyzed
in Section 4, which shows that the system reaches the
optimal point of operation by driving the collision probability to a desired value.
In transient conditions, we set the following requirements when choosing the error signal:
When the collision probability is far from its desired
value, the error signal needs to be large in order to
trigger a quick reaction toward the desired value.
2. When the collision probability is around its desired
value but stations do not share bandwidth fairly, the
error should also be large in order to achieve a fair
bandwidth sharing.
3. In case of congestion, only the saturated stations1
should increase their CWmin;i , thus avoiding that the
nonsaturated stations (which are not contributing to
congestion) are unnecessarily penalized.
In order to satisfy the above requirements, we take the
error signal as the sum of two terms, such that each term
contributes to fulfil some of the requirements described
above. These two terms are carefully chosen so that they do
not cancel each other—this is guaranteed by Theorem 1 of
Section 4, which proves that, under steady conditions, the
system reaches a state where both components of the error
signal are equal to 0.
The first term of the error signal is
1.

ecollision;i ¼ pothers;i  pcol ;

efairness;i ¼ pothers;i  pown;i ;

caused by the fact that saturated stations have a larger
transmission probability; as a result, their pothers;i is larger and
their pown;i smaller, which makes their efairness;i larger.
The combination of (1) and (2) yields the following
error signal:
ei ¼ ecollision;i þ efairness;i
¼ 2pothers;i  pown;i  pcol ;

ð2Þ

where pown;i is the probability that a transmission of station i
collides. This term ensures that if two stations do not share
the bandwidth fairly due to having different CWmin;i s, the
error will be large. Indeed, a station with a small CWmin;i
transmits with a large probability, and therefore its pothers;i
will be larger than pown;i , yielding a large efairness;i . This
fulfills the second requirement.
Additionally, the efairness;i term also ensures that in case of
congestion only the saturated stations increase their CWmin;i ,
which yields the last of the requirements stated above. This is
1. Following [1], with saturated station, we refer to a station that always
has packets ready for transmission.

ð3Þ

where, as depicted in Fig. 1, the term 2pothers;i  pown;i
corresponds to the feedback signal measured from the
WLAN and pcol is the reference signal, whose value is given
in Section 4.
Having chosen the error signal as given by the above
expression, the remaining key challenge for its computation
is the measurement of the values of pown;i and pothers;i . In
particular, the challenge lies in measuring these values by
using only functionality available in current wireless cards.
To achieve this, we proceed as follows:
To compute the own collision probability at station i,
pown;i , we take advantage of the following statistics which
are readily available from wireless cards: the number of
successful transmission attempts, denoted by T , and the
number of unsuccessful attempts, F . pown;i is then computed
by applying the following formula:
pown;i ¼

F
:
F þT

ð4Þ

The probability pothers;i cannot be computed following
the above procedure since with current hardware it is not
possible to measure the unsuccessful attempts of other
stations. Instead, we compute pothers;i by looking at the retry
flag of the frames successfully transmitted observed by
station i. Let S be the number of frames with the retry bit
unset, and R be the number of frames with the retry bit set.
Then, if we assume that no frames are discarded due to
reaching the retry limit, the collision probability pothers;i can
be computed as

ð1Þ

where pothers;i is the probability that a transmission of a
station different from i collides and pcol is the desired value
for the collision probability. This term ensures that if the
WLAN is operating at a different collision probability from
the desired one, the error is large, achieving thus the first of
the three requirements stated above.
The second term of the error signal is

899

pothers;i ¼

R
:
RþS

ð5Þ

Note that the above expression is precisely the probability that the first transmission attempt of a frame from
any station different than i collides. The reasoning behind
the equation is explained as follows: Let us consider that
during a given observation period, N packets are transmitted in the WLAN. Assuming that no packets are
dropped due to reaching the retry limit,2 all these packets
will eventually be successfully transmitted, either with the
retry flag set (R) or unset (S). Hence, a number of packets
N ¼ R þ S will be observed. Assuming that transmission
attempts collide with a constant and independent probability3 pothers;i , out of these N packets, in average Npothers;i
will collide in the first attempt. These packets will
2. Note that the assumption that no packets are dropped due to reaching
the retry limit is accurate. Indeed, the collision probability in an optimally
configured WLAN is very low, which makes the probability of dropping a
packet due to reaching the maximum allowed number of retransmissions
negligible.
3. The assumption that transmission attempts collide with a constant and
independent probability has been widely used and shown to be accurate in
the literature (see, e.g., [1]).
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eventually be observed at a later attempt with the retry flag
set, which yields EðRÞ ¼ Npothers;i . Then, if we divide the
number of packets with the retry flag set by the total
number of packets, we obtain (in average) the collision
probability,


R
Npothers;i
¼ pothers;i ;
ð6Þ
¼
E
RþS
N
which shows that (5) is accurate. The accuracy of the method
is further validated in Section 6.9 by means of simulations.
With the above, each station i periodically measures
pothers;i and pown;i , and computes the error signal ei from
these measurements. This error signal is then fed into the
controller which triggers an update of CWmin;i . As a
safeguard against too large and too small values of CWmin ,
when updating CWmin;i we force that it can neither take
values below a given lower bound nor above an upper
bound. In particular, the values that we have chosen for the
lower and upper bounds in this paper are the default CWmin
and CWmax values used by the DCF standard (with the
802.11g physical layer, these are 16 and 1,024, respectively).
Regarding the frequency with which the CWmin;i is
updated, in this paper, we choose to update it every beacon
interval,4 by triggering the algorithm upon the reception of
a beacon frame. The key advantages of this choice are:
It ensures compatibility with existing hardware,
since WLAN cards conforming to the IEEE 802.11
revised standard are able to update the configuration of the CW parameters at the beacon frequency.
. It is a simple way to ensure that all the stations
update their configuration with the same frequency.
As an exception to the above, if the number of samples
used to compute pothers;i or pown;i at the moment of receiving
the beacon frame is smaller than 20, the update is not
triggered but deferred until the next beacon. The reason is
to avoid that a too small number of samples induces a high
degree of inaccuracy in the estimation of these parameters.
In what follows, we assume that there are always enough
samples available and updates are never deferred.
From the above description of DAC, it can be seen that
the algorithm relies on pcol as well as the parameters of the
PI controller (namely Kp and Ki ) [15]. The following two
sections address the issue of properly configuring these
parameters.
.

4

STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

In the following, we analyze the DAC algorithm under
steady conditions and, based on this analysis, we compute
the value of the pcol parameter that maximizes the
throughput obtained in steady state. The analyses of this
and the following section assume saturation conditions,
while the simulation results presented in Section 6 also
cover the nonsaturated case.
To analyze the system under steady conditions, we
proceed as follows: Since the controller includes an
integrator, this ensures that there is no steady-state error
4. While the beacon interval can be set to different values, it is typically
set to 100 ms.
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[15]. The steady solution can therefore be obtained from
imposing
ei ¼ 0 8i;

ð7Þ

2pothers;i  pown;i  pcol ¼ 0:

ð8Þ

from which

Let i be the probability that station i transmits at a given
slot time [1]. pown;i and pothers;i can be computed as a
function of the i s as follows: pown;i is the probability that a
transmission of station i collides
Y
pown;i ¼ 1 
ð1  k Þ:
ð9Þ
k6¼i

pothers;i is the average collision probability of the other
stations measured by station i, which is computed by
adding the individual collision probabilities of the other
stations weighted by their transmission probability
!
X k
Y
P
1
ð1  l Þ :
ð10Þ
pothers;i ¼
l6¼i l
k6¼i
l6¼k
By using the above expressions for pothers;i and pown;i , we
can express (8) as a system of equations on the i s. Theorem 15
guarantees the uniqueness of the solution to the system of
equations and shows that, with this solution, both terms of
the error signal are equal to 0,
ecollision;i ¼ efairness;i ¼ 0 8i;

ð11Þ

and all stations have the same transmission probability,
i ¼ j 8i; j:

ð12Þ

Note that the above result given by Theorem 1 is of
particular importance since it guarantees the existence of a
unique stable point of operation for the system. Indeed,
while the existence of a unique point of operation can be
easily guaranteed in a centralized system by imposing the
same configuration for all stations, it is much harder to
guarantee this in a distributed system in which each station
chooses its own configuration.
Substituting i ¼ , given by (12), into (8), (9), and (10)
yields
pcol ¼ 1  ð1  Þn1 :

ð13Þ

From the above equation, it follows that by setting the
pcol parameter in our control system, we fix the conditional
collision probability under steady conditions. In the following,
we analyze how this parameter should be set in order to
maximize the throughput of the WLAN.
The throughput obtained by a station in a saturated
WLAN can be computed as follows:
r¼

Ps l
;
Ps Ts þ Pc Tc þ Pe Te

ð14Þ

where l is the average packet length, and Ts , Tc , and Te are
the duration of a success, a collision, and an empty slot
time, respectively, and Ps , Pc , and Pe are the respective
probabilities,
5. The theorems and their proofs are included in the Appendix.
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CWmin ðzÞ ¼ C  EðzÞ;

ð23Þ

where
0

0
0
CP I ðzÞ
B 0
C
ðzÞ
0
P
I
B
B
0
CP I ðzÞ
C¼B 0
B ..
..
..
@ .
.
.
0
0
0

...
...
...
..
.

0
0
0
..
.

1
C
C
C
C;
C
A

ð24Þ

. . . CP I ðzÞ

Fig. 2. Control system.

Ps ¼ nð1  Þn1 ;

ð15Þ

Pe ¼ ð1  Þn ;

ð16Þ

Pc ¼ 1  nð1  Þn1  ð1  Þn :

ð17Þ

Following the analysis of [6], it can be seen that the total
WLAN throughput is maximized with the following
approximate expression for the optimal ,
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 2Te
:
ð18Þ
opt 
n Tc
With the above opt , the corresponding optimal conditional collision probability is equal to
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃn1

1 2Te
;
pcol ¼ 1  ð1  opt Þn1 ¼ 1  1 
n Tc

ð19Þ

which can be approximated by6
pcol  1  e

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2T
e
Tc

:

ð20Þ

From the above, we have that under optimal operation,
the conditional collision probability in the WLAN, pcol , is a
constant independent of the number of stations. The fact
that pcol is constant is a key result of our analysis, since it
allows us to configure this parameter to a fixed value
independent of the WLAN conditions.

5

STABILITY ANALYSIS

We next conduct a stability analysis of DAC and, based on
this analysis, we compute the configuration of the Kp and
Ki parameters of the controller. The DAC system presented
in Fig. 1 can be expressed in the form of Fig. 2, where
0
1
CWmin;1
B
C
..
ð21Þ
CWmin ¼ @
A
.
CWmin;n
and
0

1 0
1
2pothers;1  pown;1  pcol
e1
B . C B
C
..
E ¼ @ .. A ¼ @
A:
.
en
2pothers;n  pown;n  pcol

ð22Þ

with CP I ðzÞ being the z transform of a PI controller
CP I ðzÞ ¼ Kp þ

Ki
:
z1

ð25Þ

In order to analyze our system from a control-theoretic
standpoint, we need to characterize the Wireless LAN
system with a transfer function H that takes CWmin as input
and gives the E as output.
Since we measure pothers;i and pown;i every 100 ms, we can
assume that the measurements are obtained in stationary
conditions. This implies that E depends only on the CWmin
values used in the current interval and not on the previous
ones, and hence the system H has no memory. With this,
the only component of the delay present in the feedback
loop is the one represented by the term z1 of Fig. 2, which
accounts for the fact that the CWmin values used in the
current interval are the ones computed with the measurements taken in the previous interval.
Based on the above assumption, E can be computed
from the CWmin;i s by taking (22) and expressing pown;i and
pothers;i as a function of the i s following (9) and (10).
Furthermore, the i s can be calculated as a function of the
CWmin;i s from the following nonlinear equation [1]:
i ¼

2
1 þ CWmin;i ð1 þ pown;i

Pm1
k¼0

ð2pown;i Þk Þ

;

ð26Þ

where pown;i is a function of i as given by (9).
The above gives a nonlinear relationship between E and
CWmin . In order to express this relationship as a transfer
function, we linearize it when the system suffers small
perturbations around its stable point of operation. A
similar approach was used in [16] to analyze RED from a
control-theoretical standpoint, although the analysis of [16]
focused on a single-variable system while we analyze a
multivariable system. In the following, we study the
linearized model and force that it is stable. Note that the
stability of the linearized model guarantees that our system
is locally stable [16].
We express the perturbations around the point of
operation as follows:
CWmin;i ¼ CWmin;i;opt þ CWmin;i ;

ð27Þ

Our control system consists of one PI controller in each
station i that takes ei as input and gives CWmin;i as output.
Following this, we can express the relationship between E
and CWmin as follows:

where CWmin;i;opt is the CWmin;i value that yields the
transmission probability opt given by (18).
With the above, the perturbations suffered by E can be
approximated by

6. Although the approximation of (20) is only accurate for large n values,
our results of Section 6.1 show that it also yields a performance very close to
the optimal for small n.

E ¼ H  CWmin ;
where

ð28Þ
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0

@e1

min;1
B @CW
B @e2
B @CWmin;1
H¼B .
B .
@ .

@en
@CWmin;1

@e1
@CWmin;2
@e2
@CWmin;2

@e1
@CWmin;n
@e2
@CWmin;n

...
...
..
.
...

..
.
@en
@CWmin;2

..
.
@en
@CWmin;n

1

ð30Þ

where, from (26), we have


Pm
k
1
þ
p
ð2p
Þ
own;j
own;j
k¼0
@j
;
¼ j2
@CWmin;j
2

To compute @ei =@j for j 6¼ i, we proceed as follows:

n2

ð34Þ

@pown;i
¼ ð1  opt Þn2 :
@j

ð35Þ

From the above,
@ei ðn  3Þð1  opt Þn2
:
¼
@j
ðn  1Þ

ð36Þ

Following a similar procedure, we obtain
@ei
¼ 2ð1  opt Þn2 :
@i

n3
n1

ð42Þ

Ki ¼

In order to compute Ku , we proceed as follows: From
(40) with Ki ¼ 0, we have

ð37Þ

Kp <

ðn 

2 ð1
1Þopt

1
:
ðn  1ÞKH

ð43Þ

Kp <

n2

pcol opt ð1  opt Þ

ð38Þ

.. C
. A
2

1 þ pcol

Pm

k¼0

ð2pcol Þk

 : ð44Þ



2
1 þ pcol

Pm

k¼0

ð2pcol Þk

:

ð45Þ

Since the above is a function of n (note that opt depends on
n) and we want to find an upper bound that is independent
of n, we proceed as follows: From pcol ¼ 1  ð1  opt Þn1 , we
observe that opt is never larger than pcol for n > 1.7
Furthermore, we have ð1  opt Þn2 < 1. With these observations, we obtain the following constant upper bound
(independent of n):

n3 1

n1
n3 C
n1 C
n3 C
n1 C;

 opt Þ

2


n2

Since pcol ¼ 1  ð1  opt Þn1  ðn  1Þopt , the above can
be rewritten as

Kp <

n3
n1

Kp
:
0:85Ti

and

Combining the above with (39) yields

and

2
..
.

ð41Þ

ð33Þ

By calculating the two partial derivatives of the above
equation and evaluating them at  ¼ opt , we obtain

...
...
...
..
.
...

Kp ¼ 0:4Ku

Kp <

@ei
@pothers;i @pown;i
¼2

:
@j
@j
@j

n3
n1

In addition to guaranteeing stability, our goal in the
configuration of the fKp ; Ki g parameters is to find the right
trade-off between speed of reaction to changes and
oscillations under transient conditions. To this aim, we
use the Ziegler-Nichols rules [17], which have been designed
for this purpose, as follows: First, we compute the
parameter Ku , defined as the Kp value that leads to
instability when Ki ¼ 0, and the parameter Ti , defined as
the oscillation period under these conditions. Then, Kp and
Ki are configured as follows:

ð31Þ

which, evaluated at the stable point of operation, pown;j ¼
pcol and j ¼ opt , yields


Pm
k
1
þ
p
ð2p
Þ
col
col
k¼0
@j
2
:
ð32Þ
¼ opt
@CWmin;j
2

n3
n1
n3
n1
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ð40Þ
ð29Þ

@ei
@ei
@j
¼
;
@CWmin;j @j @CWmin;j

Combining all the above,
0
2 n3
n1
B n3
2
n1
B n3
B n1 n3
n1
H ¼ KH B
B .
..
@ ..
.

NO. 6,

 ðn  1ÞKH ðKp  Ki Þ  1 < ðn  1ÞKH ðKp  Ki Þ þ 1:

C
C
C
C:
C
A

The above partial derivatives can be computed as

@pothers;i ðn  2Þð1  opt Þ
¼
@j
ðn  1Þ
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p2col 1 þ pcol

2
Pm

k¼0

ð2pcol Þk

:

ð46Þ

Following the above, we take Ku as the value where the
system may turn unstable (given by the previous equation),
Ku ¼

p2col



2
Pm

ð2pcol Þk

0:4  2
Pm

ð2pcol Þk

1 þ pcol

k¼0

;

ð47Þ

:

ð48Þ

where
2
ð1  opt Þn2
KH ¼ opt



P
k
1 þ pcol m
k¼0 ð2pcol Þ
2

and set Kp according to (41),
:

ð39Þ

With the above, we have our system fully characterized
by the matrices C and H. The next step is to configure the
Kp and Ki parameters of this system. Following Theorem 2,
we have that as long as the fKp ; Ki g setting meets the
following condition the system is guaranteed to be stable:

Kp ¼

p2col



1 þ pcol

k¼0

With the Kp value that makes the system become
unstable, a given set of input values may change their sign
7. Note that for n ¼ 1 the system is stable for any Kp .
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Fig. 3. Saturated scenario.

Fig. 4. Nonsaturation scenario.

up to every time slot, yielding an oscillation period of two
slots (Ti ¼ 2). Thus, from (42),
Ki ¼

0:85p2col



0:4
Pm

1 þ pcol

k¼0

ð2pcol Þk

;

ð49Þ

which completes the configuration of the PI controller
parameters. The stability of this configuration is guaranteed
by Corollary 1.
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate DAC by conducting an
extensive set of simulations under different traffic scenarios
and compare its performance against the following
approaches: the standard default configuration (DCF) [12],
the static optimal configuration derived in [1] and several
other adaptive algorithms, namely the Enhanced 802.11 [8],
Idle Sense [9], and the Dynamic 802.11 [11]. Unlike these
previous papers, which assume that all stations are
saturated (i.e., they always have a packet ready for
transmission), we analyze the saturated and nonsaturated
scenarios as well as the mixed one.
For the simulations, we have implemented our algorithm
as well as the different existing proposals in OMNET++.8
The physical layer parameters of IEEE 802.11g and a fixed
payload size of 1,000 bytes have been used in all the
experiments. For the obtained results, average and 95 percent confidence intervals are given.

6.1 Saturated Scenario
First, we evaluate the performance of DAC in a WLAN
operating under saturation conditions. For this purpose, we
compare the total throughput achieved by DAC for an
increasing number of saturated stations n against the static
optimal configuration, DCF and the other adaptive schemes.
Results are depicted in Fig. 3 (which includes a zoom in
subplot). We observe from these results that DAC closely
follows the static optimal configuration for any n, slightly
outperforms Enhanced 802.11 and Idle Sense for a small
number of active stations, and substantially outperforms
8. http://www.omnetpp.org.

Dynamic 802.11 and DCF. Note that the static optimal
configuration requires to know a priori the number of
stations in the network, which challenges its practical use.
Additionally, the other adaptive mechanisms introduce
extra complexity and are not standard compliant, which
makes them more difficult to deploy.
We conclude from the above that DAC achieves the
objective of maximizing the total throughput in saturated
conditions, without requiring to estimate the number of stations and avoiding complex and nonstandard mechanisms.

6.2 Nonsaturation Scenario
We next analyze the behavior of the proposed algorithm in
a nonsaturated scenario where all stations send Poisson
traffic with an average bit rate of 500 Kbps. Note that, in a
nonsaturated scenario, all stations see their throughput
demands satisfied, and performance is given by delay.
Fig. 4 illustrates the average delay in the above scenario
as a function of the number of stations. From the results, we
observe that our proposal minimizes the average delay. It
performs similarly to the other adaptive approaches, and
outperforms the static optimal configuration (which is
based on the assumption that all stations are saturated
and thus enforces an overly large CWmin ) and DCF (which
uses a small fixed value of the CWmin which degrades
performance for large n values).
We conclude that, in addition to maximizing the total
throughput under saturation, DAC also minimizes the
average delay under nonsaturation.
6.3 Mixed Scenario
We next address a mixed scenario in which some of the
stations are saturated and some are not. In particular, we
take half of the stations saturated and the other half sending
Poisson traffic at an average bit rate of 500 Kbps.
In Fig. 5, we analyze the performance of our algorithm in
terms of total throughput. We observe that DAC succeeds in
maximizing the throughput also for a mixed scenario, since
it outperforms all other approaches and in particular it
substantially outperforms the static optimal configuration.
In addition to the throughput evaluation, we also
analyze the delay performance of DAC in the same scenario
by measuring the average delay experienced by the
nonsaturated and saturated stations. Results are depicted
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Fig. 5. Throughput performance under mixed traffic conditions.

Fig. 7. Throughput performance of the mixed unbalanced scenario.

Fig. 6. Average delay under mixed traffic conditions.

Fig. 8. Average delay of the mixed unbalanced scenario.

in Fig. 6 (the delay of the saturated stations is given in a
subplot). We can see from the figure that DAC substantially
outperforms all the other approaches, since it provides the
nonsaturated stations with smaller delays without harming
the delay performance of the saturated stations. The reason
why our approach outperforms the other adaptive approaches is that, upon detecting congestion, the other
approaches increase the CW of all stations (the saturated
and the nonsaturated ones), harming thus the delay
performance of the nonsaturated stations. In contrast, our
algorithm is designed to increase only the CW of the
saturated stations, which are the ones contributing to
congestion.
We conclude from the above that DAC performs better
than any other approach when saturated and nonsaturated
stations coexist in the WLAN, as it minimizes the delay
performance of nonsaturated station while neither harming
the total throughput of the WLAN nor the delay of the
saturated stations.

total throughput and Fig. 8 the average delay. We observe
from these results that DAC outperforms all other
approaches both in terms of throughput and delay also
for this case.

6.4 Mixed Unbalanced Scenario
In the previous experiment, we had the same number of
saturated and nonsaturated stations. In order to show the
impact of having an unbalanced scenario with a different
number of saturated and nonsaturated stations, we repeat
the experiment for five nonsaturated stations and a variable
number of saturated stations. Fig. 7 shows the resulting

6.5 Convergence
Our analysis guarantees that, after some transient, the
CWmin of all stations converge toward a common value. In
order to illustrate this behavior, we perform the following
experiment. In a WLAN with five stations, one new station
joins every 20 s until a total of 10 stations is reached. In this
experiment, we analyze the CWmin of one of the initial
stations as well as the CWmin of each one of the new stations
joining. The results, depicted in Fig. 9, show that both the
stations already present in the network and the new joining
ones converge fast to the same CWmin value. Thus, this
experiment confirms our theoretical result on the convergence of the proposed distributed algorithm.
6.6 Stability
The main objective in the configuration of the Kp and Ki
parameters proposed in Section 5 is to achieve a proper
trade-off between stability and speed of reaction to changes.
This objective is verified by the results presented in this and
the following sections.
To validate that our system guarantees a stable behavior,
we analyze the evolution in time of the control signal
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Fig. 9. Convergence.
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Fig. 11. Speed of reaction to changes.

value almost immediately. In contrast, for a setting of these
parameters 20 times smaller (label “Kp =20; Ki =20”), the
system cannot keep up with the changes as CWmin reacts
too slowly.
From this and the previous experiment, we conclude that
the proposed setting of fKp ; Ki g provides a good trade-off
between stability and speed of reaction, since with a larger
setting the system suffers from instability and with a
smaller one it reacts too slowly to changes.

Fig. 10. Stability validation.

(CWmin ) for our fKp ; Ki g setting and a configuration with
values of these parameters 20 times larger, in a network
with 10 saturated stations. We observe from Fig. 10 that
with the proposed configuration (label “Kp ; Ki ”), the CWmin
only presents minor deviations around its stable point
of operation, while if a larger setting is used (label
“Kp  20; Ki  20”), the CWmin has a strong unstable
behavior with drastic oscillations. We conclude that the
proposed configuration achieves the objective of guaranteeing stability.

6.7 Speed of Reaction to Changes
In order to verify that our system has the ability to rapidly
react to changes in the network, we conduct the following
experiment. In a WLAN initially with five stations, five
additional stations join the WLAN at time 100 s, and five
more stations (yielding a total of 15) join 100 s afterwards.
After additional 100 s, five stations leave the WLAN, and
again five more stations leave, returning to the initial state
with five stations. For this experiment, we examine the
evolution over time of the CWmin used by one station of the
initial group for our fKp ; Ki g setting as well as for a smaller
value of these parameters. From Fig. 11, we observe that
with our setting (label “Kp ; Ki ”), the system reacts fast to
the changes on the WLAN, as the CWmin reaches the new

6.8 Fairness
In Section 6.1, we have evaluated the total throughput
performance of our approach, but it is also relevant to
analyze whether the total throughput is fairly shared
among stations over short timescales and understand the
impact of varying CWmin on fairness. Although our
algorithm provides the same average CWmin to all stations
over long time periods, at a given instant, two stations may
have slightly different CWmin values. In order to understand if this has any significant impact on short-term
fairness we compare our approach against benchmark
values. More specifically, we evaluate Jain’s fairness index
[18] over different averaging intervals for our approach and
a configuration in which all stations use the same CWmin ,
whose value is equal to the average CWmin used by the
adaptive algorithm.
The scenario consists of 10 stations always having a
packet ready for transmission. The result of this experiment
is depicted in Fig. 12. We conclude that our approach
performs close to the benchmark configuration in terms of
short-term fairness and the fairness index of DAC is close to
1 for reasonable periods of time.
6.9 Computation of pothers
Our method to compute pothers relies on the retry flag of
802.11 frames, as given by (5). While this method has the
advantage of requiring only information from successful
transmissions, it does not account for all individual attempts.
In order to validate the accuracy of the method, we
performed the following experiment. We considered a
WLAN with 10 stations and measured 1) the collision rate
estimated by one of the stations with our method, pothers ,
and 2) the exact collision rate as given by the number of
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Fig. 12. Fairness.

TABLE 1
Computation of pothers

Fig. 13. DAC implementation.

collided attempts c over the total number of attempts t of
the other stations. Table 1 provides the results obtained over
10 beacon intervals and gives the average value and
confidence interval for the 10 runs.
We observe from the results that the estimated collision
rates follow very closely the exact ones; indeed, the average
values are very close and the confidence intervals overlap.
From this, we conclude that our method to compute pothers
is very accurate.

7

IMPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCE

One of the key advantages of our algorithm over existing
approaches is that it can be implemented with current offthe-shelf hardware. In order to prove this claim, we have
implemented our algorithm on Linux-based laptops. In this
section, we report our experience gained from this
implementation.
Our implementation is based on Linux kernel 2.6.24
laptops equipped with Atheros AR5212 cards operating in
802.11b mode and employing the MadWifi v0.9.4 driver.9
The adaptive algorithm runs as a user-space application
and communicates with the driver by means of IOCTL calls.
Fig. 13 depicts the different modules of the implementation.
The collision probability experienced by the neighboring
nodes, pothers , is measured by the Frame Sniffer module. This
module uses a virtual device configured in promiscuous
9. http://madwifi-project.org.

mode, which monitors the retry flag of all frames that
belong to the same BSS and, upon receiving a beacon frame,
computes pothers by applying (5).
The collision probability observed by the station, pown , is
computed by the Statistics Collector module. This module
gathers statistics from the device driver by making
SIOCGATHSTATS IOCTL requests and computes pown every
beacon interval using (4). More specifically, the driver
provides detailed information about the total number of
transmitted frames and the number of retries within a
ath_stats data structure.
With the estimated values of pothers and pown , the CW
Configuration module computes CWmin through (23). The
computed CWmin parameter is updated in the driver every
beacon interval by means of a private IOCTL call.
In order to validate our implementation, we tested the
performance of the different modules as well as their
interaction with the 802.11 cards. In particular, our aim was
to check that the modules that compute pothers and pown
provide accurate measurements, and that the resulting CW
values are properly configured into the wireless cards
yielding the expected throughput performance.
To achieve the above purpose, we deployed a small
testbed consisting of two laptops. For the traffic generation,
nodes ran the iperf10 tool using 1,000 byte UDP packets.
The sending rate at each station was set to 10 Mbps,
ensuring that both stations always had a packet ready for
transmission and thus yielding saturation conditions. In
order to avoid external interferences in our measurements,
the testbed was placed in the basement of the Torres
Quevedo building at the Univeristy Carlos III of Madrid,
where no other WLANs are deployed. A picture of the
testbed is shown in Fig. 14.
With the above setting, we ran the following experiment.
We launched iperf at each of the two stations sending
10. http://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf.
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TABLE 2
Validation of the Implementation

Fig. 14. Experimental testbed.

traffic to the other. After one minute of warm-up time, we
collected measurements for two additional minutes. Specifically, each station logged the measured pothers and pown
upon each CW configuration update, and traced the
attained throughput every 1 second interval as reported
by the traffic generation tool.
Table 2 reports the average and confidence intervals of
the samples of pothers , pown and throughput captured in the
two-minute log. These values are compared against the
ones obtained via simulation for a run of the same duration.
We observe that the values obtained from the real scenario
closely follow the ones given by the simulation, which
validates the implementation.
From the experiment reported in this section, we
conclude that the DAC algorithm can indeed be implemented with current devices, as it takes input data that can be
easily obtained from the hardware and uses readily
available primitives for the setting of the 802.11 parameters.

8

RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide a review of the related work in
two areas, which are control theory techniques for 802.11
and distributed algorithms for WLANs, and we highlight
the key differences between the previous works in these
areas and ours.
Some previous papers in the literature have already used
techniques from control theory to configure the 802.11 MAC
parameters [6], [7], [10]. In [6], [7], control-theoretic
algorithms are proposed to optimally configure 802.11
nodes for maximizing the throughput and delay performance, respectively. However, these suffer the inherent
limitations of centralized schemes. Furthermore, the analysis of a centralized control system differs very significantly
from a distributed one as the former relies on a single CW
for all stations (computed by a central entity) while in the
latter system every station has its own CW . In particular,
the only similarity between this paper and [6] is the steadystate analysis after Theorem 1; the rest of the contributions
of the paper are completely new, including the steady-state
analysis until this point, the stability analysis and the
algorithm itself.
The work in [10] proposes a distributed algorithm based
on control theory to adaptively configure the CW parameter of the stations. However, in this work, the WLAN is
modeled as a single variable system, and therefore the
proposal only works as long as all stations use the same
CW . This holds only when all stations simultaneously join

the WLAN and change their CW in the same manner, but it
does no longer hold if at a time instant a new station having
a different CW joins. In contrast to [10], we model the
WLAN as a multivariable system, where the CW of each
station is a different variable and therefore CW s can take
different values.
A number of papers have proposed distributed algorithms to optimize the WLAN performance [8], [9], [10],
[11]. A significant drawback of these algorithms is that they
require substantial modifications to the hardware and/or
firmware of the existing wireless cards. The approaches of
[8], [9] use as input of the algorithm low-level data which
are currently not available in existing cards. The solutions
proposed in [8], [9], [10] require modifying the CW on a
per-packet basis, which is not possible with current cards
and brings substantial complexity. Furthermore, [9], [11]
modify the contention algorithm of 802.11 which involves
major hardware/firmware modifications.
Due to the above-mentioned limitations, few implementations of such mechanisms have been developed in
practice. One of the few algorithms that has been
implemented is Idle Sense [9], whose implementation is
reported in [19]. While the Idle Sense algorithm is itself fairly
simple, its implementation entails a significant level of
complexity. Among other functions, Idle Sense requires
measuring the number of idle slots between every two
transmissions, it modifies the contention parameters very
frequently and it implements a new contention algorithm
that substitutes the standard BEB scheme by an AIMD one.
All these functions introduce tight timing constraints and
need to access low-level data, which require programming
at the firmware-level. As reported in [19], the implementation of these apparently simple functions at this level is
indeed quite complex due to various reasons, including the
lack of certain operations and the absence of support for
high-precision measurements, among others.
In contrast to the above approaches [8], [9], [10], [11], the
DAC mechanism is compliant with the 802.11 standard. It
uses input data readily available from existing cards and
relies on standardized primitives for the CW configuration.
The algorithm that computes the CW has relaxed timing
constraints11 and does not require any firmware-level
programming. As a result, DAC can be implemented with
existing wireless cards without introducing any modifications in the firmware, which makes its implementation
much simpler. Indeed, as reported in Section 7, our
implementation has been realized entirely at the user-space
11. Note that the relaxed timing constraints of DAC contrast with the
tight constraints of the functions implemented by previous approaches.
Indeed, these functions are typically executed on a per-packet basis and
hence handle timescales of hundreds of s or lower, while DAC is only
executed once every beacon interval (i.e., every 100 ms).
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level and we have been able to deploy it with a relatively
low effort.
A further advantage of DAC over previous adaptive
algorithms is that the configuration of its parameters has
been obtained analytically, which guarantees optimal
performance. In contrast, previous approaches [4], [5], [8],
[9], [11] have obtained the configuration of some of their
parameters either heuristically or empirically. The major
drawback of such a parameter setting is that it cannot
provide any guarantees on the performance of the algorithm for general scenarios; for instance, stability is not
guaranteed by any of these approaches.
Finally, a major conceptual difference between existing
distributed algorithms [8], [9], [10], [11] and ours is the
following. With the existing algorithms, each station configures its parameters based on the overall level of congestion
observed in the WLAN independently of how much the station is
contributing to the overall congestion. As a result, in case of
congestion, a station that is not contributing to congestion
increases nonetheless its CW and therefore sees its delay
performance unnecessarily penalized. In contrast to this
behavior, with our algorithm each station measures its own
contribution to congestion, and adjusts the CW based on this
contribution, yielding thus a better delay performance.

9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a distributed adaptive
algorithm to optimally configure IEEE 802.11 networks. The
key advantages of the proposed algorithm over existing
approaches are: 1) the proposed algorithm is sustained by
mathematical foundations that guarantee optimal performance, convergence, and stability, 2) the mechanism is
standard compliant and can be implemented with existing
hardware, and 3) it outperforms previous approaches in
terms of throughput and delay.
The proposed algorithm executes an independent PI
controller in each station that takes as input the measured
error signal and gives as output the station’s configuration.
The error signal has been carefully chosen to ensure that 1) the
stable point of operation gives optimal throughput performance, and 2) when the WLAN operates at any other point,
the error signal is large thus forcing the WLAN to quickly
converge to the stable point.
The error signal is obtained by subtracting the reference
signal from the feedback signal. We have taken as reference
signal the optimal conditional collision probability. To
compute this value, we have conducted a steady-state
analysis of the WLAN. As a result of this analysis, we have
shown that the optimal collision probability is a constant
independent of the number of stations. This is a key result
since a fundamental requirement when building a control
system is to have a constant reference signal.
In order to configure the parameters of the PI controller,
we have conducted a control-theoretic analysis of our
system. As the system relies on a number of independent
variables (namely the configuration of each station), the
analysis has been based on multivariable control theory.
From this analysis, we have first obtained the stability
region of the parameter values, and then we have chosen a
configuration within this stability region that provides a
proper trade-off between stability and reaction to changes.
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The performance of the proposed algorithm has been
extensively evaluated by means of simulations. Results have
shown that 1) our scheme substantially outperforms DCF in
terms of throughput, 2) it performs better than the static
optimal configuration when not all stations are saturated,
and 3) it outperforms other distributed adaptive approaches
in terms of delay. The approach has also been validated by
means of a real prototype, which has proved that the scheme
can be implemented with current hardware.

APPENDIX
Theorem 1. The system of equations defined by (8) has a
unique solution that satisfies ecollision;i ¼ efairness;i ¼ 0 8i
and i ¼ j 8i; j.
Proof. From (8), we have
2pothers;i  pown;i  pcol ¼ 0;

ð50Þ

which following Section 4 can be rewritten as
X k
P
2
pown;k  pown;i  pcol ¼ 0;
l6¼i l
k6¼i

ð51Þ

From (50), we have
2pothers;i  pown;i  pcol
P
k6¼i l
P
ð2pothers;j  pown;j  pcol Þ ¼ 0:
k6¼j l
Applying (51) to the above yields
P
2j
2i
k6¼j k
P
pown;j þ P
pown;j  P
pown;i
k6¼i k
k6¼i k
k6¼i k
P
k6¼j k
 pown;i  pcol þ P
pcol ¼ 0;
k6¼i k

ð52Þ

ð53Þ

from where
j þ

X

!
k pown;j 

i þ

X

k

!
k pown;i

k

ð54Þ

þ ðj  i Þpcol ¼ 0:
Substituting the expressions of pown;j and pown;i by (9)
and operating on the above yields
!
X Y
Y
k
1  k 
1  k  pcol ¼ 0:
ðj  i Þ 1 
k6¼i;j

k

k6¼i;j

ð55Þ
Note that (54) can be rewritten as
!
X
k ðpown;j  pcol Þ
j þ
k



i þ

X

!

ð56Þ

k ðpown;i  pcol Þ ¼ 0;

k

from where pj  pcol  pi or pi  pcol  pj , which forces
Q
Q
that either pcol  1  k6¼i 1  k or pcol  1  k6¼j 1  k .
This leads to
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pcol > 1 

Y

1  k :

ð57Þ
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and

k6¼i;j

b¼

Combining the above with (54), we have the the
second term of (54) is surely negative, which forces the
first term to be 0. Thus,
i ¼ j ;

a1 ¼ ðn  1ÞKH Kp  1;
a2 ¼ ðn  1ÞKH ðKp  Ki Þ;


n3
KH Kp  1;
a01 ¼  2 
n1


n3
KH ðKp  Ki Þ:
a02 ¼ 2 
n1

and substituting the above into (1) and (2) yields
ð59Þ

which proves the second part of the theorem.
To proof uniqueness of the solution, we proceed as
follows: From the above, we have
i ¼  8i:
Substituting this into (50) yields
ð61Þ

Since the lhs of the above equation decreases from 1 to
0 with  while the rhs is a constant between 0 and 1, we
have that there exists a unique  value that resolves the
above equation. From (60), it further follows that the only
u
solution to the system is i ¼  8i. The proof follows. t
Theorem 2. The system is guaranteed to be stable as long as Kp
and Ki meet the following condition:
 ðn  1ÞKH ðKp  Ki Þ  1 < ðn  1ÞKH ðKp  Ki Þ þ 1:
ð62Þ

ð63Þ

Computing the above matrix yields
0
a b b ...
Bb a b ...
B
b b a ...
ðI  z1 CHÞ1 C ¼ B
B. . . .
@ .. .. ..
..
b

b

b

1
b
bC
C
b C;
.. C
.A
... a

ð69Þ
ð70Þ
ð71Þ
ð72Þ

a2 < 1;
a1 < a2 þ 1;
a1 > 1  a2 ;

ð73Þ
ð74Þ
ð75Þ

a02 < 1;
a01 < a02 þ 1;

ð76Þ
ð77Þ

a01 > 1  a02 :

ð78Þ

and

Proof. According to [14, (6.22)], we need to check that the
following transfer function is stable
ðI  z1 CHÞ1 C:

ð68Þ

According to [14, Theorem 3.5], a sufficient condition
for the stability of a transfer function is that the zeros of
its pole polynomial (which is the least common
denominator of all the minors of the transfer function
matrix) fall within the unit circle. Applying this theorem
to ðI  z1 CHÞ1 C yields that the roots of the polynomials z2 þ a1 z þ a2 and z2 þ a01 z þ a02 have to fall inside
the unit circle. This can be ensured by choosing
coefficients fa1 ; a2 g and fa01 ; a02 g that belong to the
stability triangle [20]:

ð60Þ

ð1  Þn1 ¼ 1  pcol :

P2 ðzÞ
;
þ a1 z þ a2 Þðz2 þ a01 z þ a02 Þ

where P1 ðzÞ and P2 ðzÞ are polynomials and

ð58Þ

ecollision;i ¼ efairness;i ¼ 0 8i;

ðz2

Equations (73), (75), (76), and (78) are satisfied for any
fKp ; Ki g setting as long as Kp > Ki . Given Kp > 0, if (74)
is satisfied then (77) is also satisfied. Therefore, it is
enough to guarantee that (74) is met. The proof follows.t
u
ð64Þ

Corollary 1. The Kp and Ki configuration given by (48) and (49)
is stable.
Proof. It is easy to see that (48) and (49) meet the condition
of Theorem 2.
u
t

where
a¼

CP I ðzÞ
n

1
1  ðn  1Þz1 KH CP I ðzÞ
!
n1


þ
1
1  2  n3
n1 z KH CP I ðzÞ

ð65Þ
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and
b¼

CP I ðzÞ
n

1
1  ðn  1Þz1 KH CP I ðzÞ
!
1


:

1
1  2  n3
n1 z KH CP I ðzÞ
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